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What are the messages that you find in the community where you live?  

 Recently I saw a sign that said, “You Matter Very Much.”  It caught my attention.  It 

didn’t have a political agenda.  It didn’t say one group of people matter and another doesn’t.   

It just said You Matter Very Much.  I could take it very personally.  Anyone could take it 

personally.  I matter very much.  It was such a positive message.  I was inspired by this sign.  It 

stayed with me. In fact, it is the inspiration for this talk today.   

 I wondered if the person who put this sign in front of their house, where I see it 

on my way to work, was inspired by the woman I saw on a morning show on television a few 

years ago.  Her name is Amy Wolff and she is a mom, she has young children and runs a 

business from home.  She heard about the number of suicides and suicides attempts that had 

taken place in her community and thought to herself, “You never do anything!”  I want to do 

something that might help.  She talked with a friend who was a graphic artist who helped her 

design signs that she had made.  She spent $120.00 to have them printed.  The signs said things 

like, “Don’t give up.” “Your mistakes don’t define you.” “You are worthy of love.”  

She thought to herself, “this is probably stupid, but I just have to try.”  She went to 

people around the neighborhood and asked if she could put up the signs in front of their house.  

They were simple and just pushed into the ground with the small metal stakes.  Soon she had 

all twenty signs out.  She didn’t tell anyone about it at first.  Then the people who had let her 

put the signs in her yard began to hear from people who had read the signs.  They had come 

and shared that reading the signs had made such a powerful difference to them.   

Finally, she shared about it on Face Book and got so many responses.  People told her 

how important it had been to them.  A publisher heard about Amy’s story and asked to get the 

messages she had received, he wanted to put them into a book.  This book is called Signs of 

Hope.  In the book Amy writes about  

• The drain of compassion fatigue 

• Why we should show up imperfectly to help others 



• How to claim hope for ourselves 

• Practical ideas of how to respond to suffering 

• Strategies of how to love people who are "different" 

• Resilience when love-spreading efforts backfire 

• How to raise a compassionate generation 

• The science of hope 

A movement came out of Amy’s signs.  It has sparked a movement of encouragement, hope, 

and love and has spread to all 50 states and 27 countries in about a year and a half.  

 Twenty-eight years ago, the year my youngest daughter was born, I wrote in my journal 

on New Year’s Eve.  I wrote about all the things we had struggled with that year.  We struggled 

with having a new baby, who was born in November.  She was a colicky baby, which was 

challenging.  We struggled financially and almost lost our house that year. We struggled with 

the death of my brother-in-law who had died in October from cancer at thirty-nine years old.  

Finally, I wrote, “I guess you could call this the year of struggling.” 

 The next year I began to journal again about the year gone by.  I thought to myself, “If I 

don’t want another year of struggling, I should set an intention about the year.”  So I called it 

my “Year of Progress!”  At least it was a in positive direction. I began to do some personal work 

for myself, some spiritual growth work.  I began a ritual of letting the name of the year come to 

me instead of deciding on a name for myself. I used different inspirational activities for the New 

Year’s Eve ritual.  One year I had read a book, Deepak Chopra’s Seven Spiritual Laws of Success.  

I sat in a bubble bath and received the name of ‘Transformation.’  Another year I walked the 

labyrinth that is inlaid in the wood floor of the Trinity Episcopal Cathedral in Northwest 

Portland.  In the center of the labyrinth, I got the name, ‘Action, just do it!’   

 This year, the name of my year is ‘Communion.’ The name is meaningful to me.  It’s not 

just about the religious ritual, it’s about coming together and caring deeply for one another.  

That’s what the religious ritual is about as well.  Communion is the basis of community.  A place 

where people care about one another and support and encourage each other. 

 I was a member of a Unitarian Universalist Fellowship outside of Portland for fifteen 

years before I moved to Sequim.  One of the things that we did in that fellowship was the 



simple ritual of the Flower Communion.  It began in Eastern Europe at the Unitarian church 

there during the 2nd World War.  The minister of the church there lost his life in the Nazi 

movement.   

 The Flower Communion is simple and so wonderful.  We did it in May at Mother’s Day.  

The flowers are blooming.  Everyone brings in a flower from their yard for each person.  They 

are put in a basket and at the end of the service the children take the baskets around for each 

person to take a flower that they take with them.  It’s a beautiful ritual that our fellowship 

always enjoyed. 

 A few years ago, there was a story on the news about a soccer team in Thailand.  Twelve 

boys decided to ride their bikes to the caves nearby.  One of the boys was having a birthday and 

there was a party that evening for him.  The boys were planning to be back early for the party. 

When the coach heard them planning to go, he said, “I’m going too, I need to keep you out of 

trouble.” They rode their bikes and parked them in front of the cave.  A little later it started to 

rain.  Thailand has monsoon rains, but it was early.  The rains wouldn’t usually be started yet. 

Within just a little bit of time the boys were trapped in the care by the water that had 

flooded it.  The parents found their bikes in front of the cave that evening when they didn’t 

show up for the party. The local government became to work on a plan to rescue the boys.  

They didn’t know if the boys were even alive.  The coach that had gone with them had been a 

Buddhist monk, and he kept the boys calm by helping them meditate.   

Thailand’s Navy Seals were brought in but were not able to find the boys. Eventually 

people from other countries came to try to help.  Two divers from New Zealand came who had 

expertise in this kind of diving.  They eventually found the boys and placed a line, that was a 

mile long to mark the way.  There didn’t seem to be a way to rescue the boys.  It took six hours 

of swimming to where the boys were.  Eventually a plan was created that was successful.  I 

won’t give you all the details because this is made into a new movie that I watched recently on 

Prime Video. It is directed by Ron Howard, and it is so good.   

All in all, people came from 17 countries, and over 5000 people contributed in the 

rescue of the boys and their coach.  The water had to be diverted to keep from filling the cave 

anymore.  The people who had their paddy fields near the mountain above the cave were asked 



if the water could be directed into the fields.  That would me their crop would be destroyed.  

That may have been their only financial means.  But they agreed, they wanted to help the boys.   

 What do these things that I have shared all have in common? The signs and their 

messages, the flower communion, and the boys who were rescued from the cave are all about 

working together.   

I have a quote that is one of my favorites. It is by Wayne Dyer. He said: “What you’re 

against weakens you, what you’re for empowers you.”  That may sound a little different.  But I 

like its message.  I think about not being against world hunger, for example, but being for every 

person in the world having enough food.  I was sharing this with my cousin’s 16-year-old 

granddaughter who traveled with me to visit my cousin, who is very ill.   

When I was sharing this quote with her, she said, “I don’t know if I agree with that.”  I 

said, “well look at it this way, suppose you’re on a sports team and you are in the middle of a 

game.  Your team is losing.  If you all start blaming each other and criticizing about mistakes, 

everyone begins to feel very bad.  The team is weakened.  But if you have a coach who says, 

“okay, we can do this. I know the skills you have, here’s the plan.  We can do this together.  I 

believe in you!”  Now your team is stronger!  She said, “Okay, I get it now!” 

Someone said to me recently – I don’t hear the uplifting or hopeful ideas these days that 

leaders used to offer.  Remember when John Kennedy wanted to put a man on the moon? And 

we did.  My dad was so excited when that happen that he stuck American flag stickers on our 

white dresser. These days we could even put a woman on the moon. A positive outlook with 

encouragement is so helpful.  It moves us forward together.  

What helps get to that uplifting focus?  

 There are some tools we can use.   

Principles – Einstein said, everything is energy, where you put your attention is what 

                                  shows up.  What are the things you know to be true? 

Listening – carefully listening to others and to yourself 

        Listening is such a generous and loving thing to give.  I had that gift from my 

friend Jolie Wills when my daughter died in 2015.  She called and said, “Let’s go have coffee.” It 



is an act of courage to offer to sit with someone who is grieving.  It made such a powerful 

difference for me that day. 

Centering Practice – When you have a practice that works for you, it helps to get back to  

                   a calm state.  You can use meditation, visualization, going for a walk in 

                   nature.  Anything that helps keep you calm.   

Encouragement is such a powerful thing.  I think it can make a difference in how people 

recover.  I have been working with a woman who is 95. Last year, just after her birthday in 

September, she had a bad urinary infection that turned into sepsis.  She was in intensive care at 

the hospital, but when the doctors discovered she had a heart issue, they decided there was 

nothing they could do for her to recover.   She was sent home on hospice and was expected to 

die soon.  She didn’t feel that she was ready for that.  She was in a hospital bed at home.  I was 

asked to come and help with her care.   

She would say to me, “I don’t know why I can’t get up and walk down the hall?” I would 

inform her about what she had gone through, because she didn’t remember all that had 

happened.  “But why can’t I just get up and walk?”  She would ask.  She was paying attention to 

what she wanted to do.  I started encouraging her to stay with it.  “Think about what it would 

feel like to get up and walk down the hall.”  Imagine doing it.  Every time you visualize it, its like 

you are actually doing it to your brain.   

I asked her what else she would like to do as she recovered.  “I would like to get in the 

car and ride into town.”  I just want to go for a ride.”  That sounds like fun.  That would really be 

a nice thing to do.  Little by little she began to sit up and then stand up.  Then she was able to 

sit in her chair.  One step after another took place.  Eventually she sent the hospital bed back.  

She gets in the car and goes places when she wants to.  Next month she will turn 96.   

Finally, Intuition and Following the wisdom of the heart is so important as a tool to use.  

I wrote a thesis at the end of master’s degree titled, An Interdisciplinary Study of Love: 

Integrating Mind, Body, Spirit and emotion into wholeness.  One of the things I learned in my 

research was that the heart has its own intelligence. It can override the brain at times. So 

listening to your heart is a very smart thing to do.  Intuition and the heart are tied together.  I 

had to use my intuition after I decided to end my marriage several years ago. It was a very 



difficult time. My daughter was thirteen and she was an angry girl.  At bedtime I would sit on 

her bed not knowing what I needed to do to help her through this.  We were already familiar 

with sharing what our High was for the day and then what our Low was.  So I started by asking 

her to tell me what her high and her low was for that day, each night. I knew I was moving in 

the right direction when she would say “I always feel so much better when we talk like this.”   

 She was so critical of herself.  “I’m so stupid” she would say.  Intuitively I came up with 

asking her to tell me one thing she was proud of herself for that day.  And she did.  Then she 

was just angry at the world.  Rather than trying to convince her that wouldn’t help, I asked her 

to tell me one thing she saw good in the world every day.  She could articulate the things she 

shared with me that often I was moved to tears.  I eventually added, “tell me something your 

grateful for every day.” These five things have stayed with us.  When I moved to Sequim, 

Brandie went back to Portland to work as a lifeguard at the community center.  Often, she 

would text me her five things at night before bed. Even now, at twenty-eight years old, she 

occasionally sends me a text with her five things. 

Brandie’s five questions 

1. Highs and 

2. Low 

3. Proud of yourself? 

4. What did you see good in the world today? 

5. Tell me something you’re grateful for today. 

My dream is to build a co-housing community that would be modified into a non-profit 

to make it more affordable.  Co-housing communities are community focused.  They are 

designed to know and interact with your neighbors.  Meals are shared together as often as the 

community decides. There’s a central house for meals and activities, office space, or whatever 

is decide on for the community.  A community garden means less individual work and more 

food for the whole community. 

My youngest son has Down syndrome.  He’s independent but needs some guidance.  He 

could do so well in a community like this.  He loves to cook and could contribute to meals.  He is 



encouraged by working with other people and loves to help others.  We are designed to be in 

community.  It is challenging but this individual way of life isn’t necessarily what is good for us. 

What are the messages that you notice in your community?  What are the messages you 

are giving in your community?  Don’t ever think that you can’t make a difference.  The gift you 

have to offer is unique to you.  I hope that I get to hear many ways that you are getting the 

message of hope and encouragement and I hope that you are giving your message as well. 

 

                                        

 

 


